Supplier Bulletin
Issued on 23 November 2018

Dear Stakeholder,
Welcome to the Electricity Supplier Bulletin from Low Carbon Contracts Company (LCCC) and
Electricity Settlement Company (ESC).

This bulletin covers
Interim solution (EMR Circular 170):

Interim solution exempting electricity supplied to
Licensed Generators or Storage Facilities from paying
EMR levies and charges.

Treatment of CM in interim solution

Capacity Market Supplier Charge collection
from Suppliers during suspension of CM.

Further information on LCCC Bulletins

How to subscribe to other bulletins or be removed from
our list.

Information on Final Consumption Levies (FCL) exemption interim solution
LCCC/ESC has driven forward an interim solution for FCL exemption that’s now approved by the BSC
Panel and available for early applications. The interim solution facilitates EMRS to exclude electricity
supplied to Licensed Generators or Storage Facilities (<50MW) from Suppliers’ payments for both
Contracts for Difference (CfD) and Capacity Market (CM).

Licensed Generators or Storage Facilities of <50MW that meet the following criteria would be able to
apply for FCL exemptions:
•

Electricity provided to a Licensed Generator (for purposes of licensed generation); and

•

Electricity supplied by an exempt Supplier across a licensed Distribution System, where the
Licensed Supplier is facilitating the supply (by providing meter registration services).

EMR Circular 170 here provides further detail in relation to applications.

LCCC/ESC intends to continue to work together with ELEXON on further improvements to the
interim solution, as required, particularly around data integrity.

Treatment of CM in interim solution
On 15 November 2018, BEIS announced that the Capacity Market is in a ‘standstill period’ until
further notice. ESC notes that during this ‘standstill period’ no Capacity Market Supplier Charge will
be collected from Suppliers. More information on this can be found in EMR Circular 169.

LCCC Bulletins
You are receiving this bulletin because you have given us consent to receive Electricity Supplier
Bulletins. To stop receiving this information, please email us at info@lowcarboncontracts.uk.

If you would like to receive the Contract for Difference (CfD) Bulletin, Capacity Market (CM) Bulletin,
or the Corporate Bulletin, please let us know by e-mailing Info@lowcarboncontracts.uk.

Kind Regards,
Low Carbon Contracts Company

